
Your Premier Travel Concierge



Paradiso Inc. 

About Paradiso Inc.

A concept of a vision beyond this world. A Shangri-La of luxury living and experiences. We bring to you again 
our S.I.L.K club DNA.

"Beyond your imagination"



The Paradiso Team



Paradiso Inc. SUZY YEO

A result-focused, quality driven professional who has extensive experience

in international sales, business development and find raising, Suzy has

advanced presentation and relationship development abilities and is

dedicated to organizational goals with a focus on consistently achieving

business objectives.

Over nearly 3 decades, her international career has lead to building a

significant business network of ultra high net worth individuals, families and

foundations. This has enabled her to link attractive investment opportunities

to investors to achieve out-sized returns. She is actively involved in

humanitarian initiatives globally and loves linking the best of finance to

digital technologies to solutions for her clients.



Paradiso Inc. 

PHILIP CABANA

GDIH was formed in conjunction with Chinese partners to develop major

projects in the Middle East, with trading of non-ferrous metals and petroleum

projects. Together with Tanal Golbal Holdings, GDIH has brought major

Chinese companies to the Middle East for real estate and infrastructure

development along with oil & gas businesses. GDIH has expanded to other

parts of the Middle East, such as Bahrain, Kuwait, Israel as well as Africa, where

the company has developed strategic relationships with a number of

governmental agencies to support infrastructure and project development in :

- Mining

- Finance

- Consortium underwriting Bank Guarantees

- Insurance

- Reciprocal trade with Russia and China for both Commodities and Ferrous

Metals

- Export/Import with Energy Power Plants and Wind Powered Turbines



Paradiso Inc. JULIAN PEH

Julian is a lawyer, entrepreneur and investor of over 20 years experience.

He is most known for being one of Asia's leading entrepreneur in luxury

tech, having founded and built the largest stable of HNWI-facing websites

and apps.

With his companies pioneering multiple market-first technical innovations in

geo-location, data segmentation and ad-targeting, he was also CEO of a

data platform company exclusively in partnership with Visa China for their

premium credit card reward programs.



The 
"Paradiso"
Concept

HybCab

Sustainability

Innovativeness

Konnectivity

Legacy



What makes 
us different 
from the 
others

Paradiso Inc. 

Only for members
For digital bond 

members in the 

future

24/7

24/7 on demand 

service

Good Support

We provide good 

operation support

Luxury vehicles

Private Planes, 

Super/Mega Yachts, 

World's Fastest Car

Great Crew

Our onboard crew are 

highly trained to put you 

at ease throughout your 

journey

Safety

We are committed to 

safety

100% Confidentiality

Rest assured your 

identity will always be 

kept confidential



Capital Appreciation & Legacy Protection

Our Range 
of Travel 
Options

Paradiso Inc. 

Air Travel for Elite 
Travellers and Medical 
Travellers. Emergency 
response fleet

Super & Mega Yachts 
for Exclusive 
Purchase and Charter.
Hospital ships

World's Fastest 
Supercar for Exclusive 
Purchase



o Our range of fleets are located in 
most major air transport hubs around 
the world

o Our range of fleets can cater to your 
needs.

o Planes can also be configured to transport 
patients to seek overseas treatment

o Doctors and nurses with experience in handling 
travelling cases can be provided

Paradiso Inc.

Private Plane Medical Planes / Helicopters



Our Fleet of 
Planes

Paradiso Inc

Fleets include 747-8F, ACJ319, Helicopters, etc.



Benefits 
for the user

Paradiso Inc. 

In business aviation, options are the best luxury. With Paradiso Inc., you can find the widest array of 
private charter. Take the stress out of your travel to focus on what really matters.

AIR TRAVEL - BUSINESS / 

LEISURE

Luxury and Comfort: flying should be a pleasure and we'll make your air travel 
experience as luxurious and comfortable as possible

Global coverage: No matter where you want to fly to or from, our international 
network of offices provides you with local knowledge on a global scale

Discretion and security: We guarantee your privacy, and we will work closely 
with your security provider on all aspects of your air travel

Cost efficiency: Our buying power and reputation allows us to find you the 
best private air charter prices, ensuring you always receive the most cost 
effective solution

Create your schedule: Connect with commercial flights or fly to your bespoke 
timetable - whatever your requirements, we'll create the private air travel 
experience that suits you

Choice of aircraft: With access to over 20,000 aircrafts and over 50 different 
aircraft types, we will always source the right aircraft for your requirements

Access to more airports: Reach a remote location or simply arrive closer to 
your final destination

Personal account manager: Your dedicated charter expert is available 24/7 to 
assist you with any requirements you may have, from arranging in-flight 
cuisine to making last minute changes to your charter

Private terminal access: Avoid queues and unnecessary delays; passengers are 
able to board the aircraft minutes before take-off, avoiding the hustle and 
bustle of busy airports



Private Plane 
Interior

Paradiso Inc

Seating configuration can be amended based on your 

needs. *Pictures are examples and may not be true to final product

Seating configuration can be amended based on your 

needs. 



Benefits 
for the user

Paradiso Inc. 

A medical flight is the safest and quickest travel option for patients who are too sick or weak to endure 
the rigours of commercial flights

AIR TRAVEL - MEDICAL

▪ Paradiso Inc. has access to a large range of medical aircrafts suitable for medical evacuations and transportation and are
capable of carrying patients and relatives alongside specialist medical personnel.

▪ These jets, turboprops and helicopters are purposely equipped to transport the sick and injured.

▪ Light, mid-size and heavy jets fitted with full ICU (intensive care unit) capacity.

▪ Adapted aircraft, suitable for minor injury patients who are required to lie flat or fly at a designated air pressure level.

▪ Aircrafts with cargo doors or modified ramps to load stretchers.

▪ Paradiso Inc. works closely with major hospitals around the world to expedite the transfer of patients from one facility to our
private charters and vice versa.



Medical 
Plane Interior

Paradiso Inc

Seating configuration to be amended depending on 

medical needs *Pictures are examples and may not be true to final product



Benefits 
for the user

Paradiso Inc. 

Paradiso Inc. is committed to helping those in need, ensuring that help gets to those in need - FAST

AIR TRAVEL - EMERGENCY 
AID

No matter the time, day or night, Paradiso Inc. can provide time sensitive and secure air transportation in the aftermath of natural 
disasters, political unrest, hostile situations and corporate emergencies. With extensive experience in arranging emergency 
response charters for thousands of people, we are a truly global resource offering swift reactions and working solutions for:

- Specialist personnel movements
- Evacuations and repatriations
- On-going relief logistics
- Search & Rescue teams
- Medical transportation



Cargo Plane 
for 
Emergency 
Aid

Paradiso Inc

We also have cargo planes to aid in humanitarian relief projects, 

transporting food, medical supplies and other relief aids. 
*Pictures are examples and may not be true to final product

We also have cargo planes to aid in humanitarian relief projects, 

transporting food, medical supplies and other relief aids. 



o Superyachts & Megayachts from 50 to 
100m

o "Rolls-Royce or Bentley" of the seas
o Finest Italian furnishings for the 

interiors for the luxurious feel

o Motoryachts & Superyachts from 20m to 50m
o Partnership with Lamrborghini in building the 

fleet of yachts under this brand
o Sporty superyacht that blends sexy Italian 

styling with top level luxury

Paradiso Inc.

ADMIRAL TECHNOMAR



Our Fleet of 
Yachts

Paradiso Inc

Fleets are from the  Admiral and Technomar range. 

More will be added in the future



Admiral 
Interior

Paradiso Inc

Interior configurations can be amended
*Pictures are examples and may not be true to final product



Technomar 
Interior

Paradiso Inc

Interior configurations can be amended
*Pictures are examples and may not be true to final product



o Development of major events and sponsorship through Paradisio inc Club to support its 
members with lifestyle events and the best of the best in cars and everything else.

o With a waiting list stretching over 2-years, the only way to get behind the wheel of our 
bespoke cars is to be a member of The Supercar Club.

Paradiso Inc.

Super Cars Club 



Super cars

Paradiso Inc

The fastest cars in the world
*Pictures are examples and may not be true to final product



Paradiso Inc

THE ONE MAGAZINE
*Pictures are examples and may not be true to final product

The club and its members will benefit from Paradisio‘s
experience of working on the lifestyle magazine
„the ONE“ which deals in the best of the best luxury goods
and services, interviewing the rich and famous, and having
a strong network of connections to major brands and casinos.

The wildly successful projects during his tenure at the
magazine included modeling projects, events in casinos, at
Formula 1, on luxury yachts, and in the best retreats and clubs
in the world.



EVENTS

Paradiso Inc

Monaco, Dubai, Singapore, Hong Kong, China….  



Suzy Yeo

yeosuzy2@yahoo.com.sg

+65 9385 5673

For more info on concierge or sales enquiries, you can reach us at: 

contact@gdihgroup.com


